
Bowling Pin Shoot Rules 

 

Rules: 5 Pins – Six shots: Lowest time wins the division… 

 Matches are held the 2nd and 4th Monday of each month. 

 A shooter must be present for both matches in order to qualify as division winner. 

Sign-up begins at 5:00 – Shooting starts around 5:30 pm.  We will try to accommodate all shooters who 
arrive by 6:00 pm. 

 There must be at least 2 participants in a division in order to declare a winner. 

- When called, Shooter will move into position. 
- Range master will give command to “Load and Make Ready”. 
- Shooter will load up to 6 rounds into firearm that will be used to attempt pins. 
- Shooter will have brief moment to ready them selves (take sight picture, adjust stance, etc.) Shooter 

must start string in “Low Ready” stance (arms @ 45 degree angle to body). 
- Shooter will acknowledge Range master and “Shooter Ready” command will be announced. 
- Timer will be started and at the Beep, shooter will raise firearm and attempt to “dispatch” pins. 
- When done, shooter must clear firearm of any remaining rounds. They then must show Range master 

that the magazine is removed, chamber is clear; slide is locked to the rear or cylinder open for revolvers. 
- Shooter then must reholster or table their secured firearm and then move to “standby” location behind 

Range master to await their turn to reset pins. 
- New shooter steps up and attempts pins in same fashion. When Range master calls “All Clear”, 

previous shooter must move to table to reset pins for next competitor. 
- The match shall consist of up to three runs per shooter ($5/Run). 
- A run consists of 2 attempts at five pins. Attempts will be averaged together for final score per run. 
- ONLY a Shooter’s 1st set of attempts in each division will count for score.  
- Centerfire shooters are required to knock pins off table.  Rimfire shooters need only knock the pins 

down (pins may remain on the table). 
 

Scoring: A shooter’s score within a division will be tallied by combining shot string result with any penalties 
for remaining pins. A pin that is not “dispatched” (left standing or lying on table (if centerfire)) will 
count as a 3 second addition to shot timer result. 

Division Breakdown: 

Standard Rimfire – any non modified rimfire firearm 

Standard Centerfire Pistol – any non modified centerfire semi-auto handgun 

Standard Centerfire Revolver – any non modified centerfire revolver 

Modified Rimfire – any rimfire firearm to which an optic or compensating device has been added 

Modified Centerfire Pistol – any modified centerfire semi-auto handgun with optic or compensator 

Modified Centerfire Revolver - any modified centerfire revolver with optic or compensator 

 


